Since the advent of Kung-Traub's conjecture established in 1974 on optimal convergence of iterative memory-free methods, the development of iterative methods and their dynamics has been focused for several decades until present times to improve the order of convergence, initial condition behavior, and CPU time for effectively solving nonlinear equations encountered in many fields of sciences such as applied mathematics, computational physics, engineering mathematics, and nonlinear discrete dynamics and chaos. Real-life nonlinear problems including weather forecast, satellite-orbit tracing, image processing via discrete data, and locating objects through global positioning systems can be solved by efficient iterative methods with the aid of highprecision modern computers.
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The primary aim of this special issue is for authors from diversified scientific disciplines to accomplish their high-quality research goals that seek recent developments and innovational techniques on iterative methods and their dynamics for nonlinear problems under consideration. The areas to be covered in this issue are root-finding iterative methods for nonlinear equations, nonlinear recurrence relations, fixed point theory, initial-boundary value problems, stability analysis and dynamics of iteration functions, and computational complexity of iterative techniques.
In total, 34 papers were initially submitted in this special issue, covering various aspects of iterative or dynamical approaches to resolve their governing equations of the system. After thorough inspections and microscopic strict reviews on these papers, it is our regret to be able to select only five papers for their publication in the current issue, even though many of them were of very good quality. Those selected five papers describe very important topics dealing with iterative maps from functional analysis, root-finding Padé-like approximants, recurrence relations from climate data, recursive optimization on modern traffic control systems, and dynamical analysis from partial differential equations reducing carbon emission based on strict government regulations.
